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Institutional
Distinctiveness

Road Map:

Vision
Building sensitive and self reliant citizens - confident and competent - and help them to develop as
complete human beings.
The College was established in 1964, with the vision of enlightening the under-privileged students
of this predominant refugee inhabited hinterland. Despite several odds and constraints, the College
had a modest beginning, difficult adolescence and youth, but has a determination of delivering
promising future.

K.K. Das College (Formerly K.K. DAS College of Commerce) has its distinctiveness of being able
to remain ever sensitive to appreciate the inter-temporal and inter-spatial needs of the stakeholders
and its acumen to remain flexible to adapt to emerging requirements.
The roadmap it has traversed since its inception in 1964 speaks of such distinctiveness.

Looking Back
Ever since independence and partition, people in large numbers migrated to this part of the city of
Kolkata. Their life and their bid for livelihood were difficult and challenging. They had to struggle

hard from dawn to dusk in search of their livelihood. The founder fathers of the college identified
the necessity of setting up an institute of higher education (in 1964) that would run after dusk to
provide the lights of higher education to the migrants and empower them for a better living and
thereby integrate in the national mainstay of this country.

Looking In
As the college moved ahead with time the memories of partition started to fade and at the footstep
of the new century (2001) the visionaries of the college appreciated the necessity of shredding off
the limited vision of serving the migrant population only and ushered in as a general college
offering several other subjects and inviting students enrolment from all quarters. The college
moved into new building, introduced new curriculum, new academic calendar and schedule and
crystallized as a general degree college.

Looking ahead
Only change is constant. Recognizing the shifting technological advancement worldwide, its
gradual tendency to move beyond ICT into an IOT driven economy, the college adapts the new
rules of employability bestow on. We perceive the urgency of embracing the technologies of
Industry 4.0 and educate the students accordingly. As an institution, our progression has always
been marked by new challenges and our faculty of pliability. We believe this college would embark
on to the roadmap of an incubation center of innovation in the domain of the new technology.

Quality Policy:

“Small is beautiful”

Limitations of our smallness and Potential of our smallness:
Every limitation is loaded with new possibility of improvement, constant zeal of grapple with new
condition. Smallness here at our college imposes bottlenecks in terms of constraints of resources
and space.
While this restriction encourages making the “best use” of the limited resources leading to
efficiency, on the other hand, willingness to flourish and to improve ourselves.

